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Dog Fighting 

 

Hello, I am here to talk to you about illegal dog fighting it is very dangerous. Some of 

most common the dog breads used for fighting are Pit bulls, American Pit Bulls, 

Dobermans also. Most of the dog fighting is for money also respect. It can be one of the 

most harmful things the dogs have to go though. The most dog fighting is in North 

Carolina is the number one dog fighting state in the United States," 'The biggest dog 

fighter in the world lives in your state." One of those fighters, Mt. Olive's Harry Hargrove 

is a "legend" in the dog-fighting world, for instance, who has bred, trained and fought 

dogs for 40 years. Dog fight is so harmful to dog some of the injuries including puncture 

wounds, lacerations, blood loss, crushing injuries and broken bones. Also the fight can 

last hours or minutes. My rule is that if you are caught dog fight you will be punished for 

10-20 years in jail depending on how much money raised from it more than 100-500 10 

years 600-1000 and more 20. As well as your dog will be taken away from you and can 

be claimed by someone in your family or can be adopted. The dog will be treated 

getting the right care for it wounds or loss of blood and the medical care will be 

something that you have to pay for the medical bills. In the matter of a couple weeks. 

The genesis of dogfighting as a sport can be traced to a clash of ancient civilizations. 

When the Romans invaded Britain in 43 A.D., both sides brought fighting dogs to the 

battlefield for the seven years of warfare that followed. Why Do People Get Involved in 

Dogfighting? There are many reasons people are drawn to dogfighting. The most basic 

is greed. Major dogfight raids have resulted in seizures of more than $500,000, and it is 

not unusual for $20,000 - $30,000 to change hands in a single fight. So that is my 

conclusion of why dog fighting should be banned in all states. 

 

 


